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The primary transportation challenge of any integrated Land Use and Transportation Study is to balance the 
success and livability of the local community with its responsibility to accommodate regional 
transportation demand. Livability is focused on balancing vehicular service requirements with local 
business, neighborhood and pedestrian needs. Module 4 presents the how several key transportation 
obstacles to Livable Street Design should be approached and enable the community development 
community to engage transportation professionals and ensure transportation facilities are designed for 
communities. Key transposition conventions examined will include: project design traffic, roadway 
functional classifications, design speed, and roadway design standards design standards.
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DESIGN TRAFFIC - Understanding Travel Patterns
• Internal Travel – Preserve the 
capacity and quality of local 
streets for travel made entirely 
within the City.
• Local Travel – Make selective, 
precisely targeted capacity 
improvements, on the City’s 
own terms. for trips beginning 
in (by residents of) Roswell and 
trips ending in (by visitors to) 
Roswell.
• Through Travel – For regional 
through trips - neither beginning 
nor ending in the City. 
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DESIGN TRAFFIC - Understanding Travel Patterns
SELECT LINK ANALYSIS
41%Through Trips Corridor
52%Trips That Start or End in Corridor
7%Local Trips within the Corridor
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#1: Use full 
departure leg
#2: Use full approach 
and departure leg
#3: Encroach across 
departure centerline
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% Truck Traffic
Influences Roadway Geometrics & 
Design Speed
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DESIGN TRAFFIC - Interpreting the Results
Roadway Design Standards
- Geometric (Sight Distance / Stopping Distance)
- Dimensions
- Design Elements – Trees / Parking / Transit Stops
- AASHTO Design Guidelines
- State and Local Design Standards
- Design Variances and Exceptions
Capacity of Streets
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DESIGN TRAFFIC - Interpreting the Results
LEVEL OF SERVICE DEFINITIONS
SERVICE
LEVEL  DEFINITION – Operating Speed
A Free Flow: Users unaffected by others in the traffic stream.
B Stable Flow: Slight decline in the freedom to maneuver from LOS “A”
C Stable Flow: Operation of the vehicle becomes significantly affected by the 
interaction of others in the traffic system.
D Approaching Unstable Flow: High volumes of traffic, speeds adversely affected, and 
the freedom to maneuver is severely restricted.
E Unstable Flow: Operating conditions are at, or very near capacity.  All speeds are 
low and the freedom to maneuver is extremely difficult.
F  Exceeding Capacity: Point at which arrival flows exceed discharge flows causing 
queuing delays.  Stoppages may occur for long periods of time because of the 
downstream congestion.  Travel times are also substantially increased.
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Overall Increase in Mobility
Northbound
From 5.3 mph to 5.7 mph
95 seconds saved over the corridor
Southbound
From 8.1 mph to 9.1 mph 
98 seconds saved over the corridor
Intersection 
Improvements
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DESIGN TRAFFIC - Interpreting the Results
Evaluation Criteria
• Retain and enhance the natural appearance of the 
landscape
•Provide a distinctive corridor identity
• Provide safe vehicular and emergency access to, 
from and across the corridor
•Provide safe bicycle and pedestrian crossings and 
circulation
• Minimize noise impacts in a context-sensitive manner
• Provide accommodation for wildlife
• Minimize light pollution of the night sky
• Minimize right-of-way requirements
• Minimize air quality impacts
• Provide motorists with a reliable transportation 
system and reasonably predictable travel times, within 
the constraints of the external network
• Accommodate a public transportation system
• Constructability
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Average Duration  
3 Sample Runs 
7:30 AM – 8:30 AM
Total Travel Time of Route 29 NB Corridor = 21m57s
Difference Between Existing and Proposed = 2m01s
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DESIGN TRAFFIC - Interpreting the Results
“Highway design 
is too important 
to be left to 
Highway 
Engineers.”
Dr. Thomas D. Larson
Federal Highway Administration
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Maximum Volume 25-
30 Miles Per Hour
Free flow Condition
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Impact of Road Widening
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DESIGN SPEED - Roadway Safety
Developed by Steve Price
in association w/ Dover Kohl & Partners 
& Glatting Jackson
for Johnson City,Tennessee
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Impact of Road Widening
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MPH
KPH
10 20 30 40 50
10 20 30 40 50
30 40 50 60 70
Raise to 40 MPH
15% Speeding
15% Speeding
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30 MPH
Posted Speed
Livable Transportation – Hot Topic
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30 mph                    25 mph 
20 mph                  15 mph
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Access Management Plan
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SR 415, Volusia County:  Corridor Transect
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Basic Road Design Guidelines
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